Digital Platform
Engage clients,
agents, and
partners across
the entire
insurance lifecycle.

•

Innovation is driven through established and
new distribution channels. Unlike traditional
partnerships, we incubate new offerings
through a guided process tied to practical
success metrics.
Once proven, we pre-integrate those partners
to accelerate the launch process and reduce
intergration costs.

Technology

The Diamond Platform is more than a back-office transaction engine. It is the hub that allows frictionless
transactions between the insurer, agent and policyholder. Diamond allows data to flow in and out with
easy accessibility and public facing APIs.
•

A Collaborative Environment for Innovators

Insuresoft is a member of the Kaboodle Team – an insurance collaborative that delivers innovative
products and services to insurers. Insuresoft pre-intergrates the partners our clients and prospects
choose to use.

Deliver the experience your customers
expect in today’s digital world.
Insuresoft’s Digital Platform allows insurers to manage clients, not policies, with client-level views and
analytics while supporting the channels your agents, insureds, and prospects choose to use.

Our Digital Platform
Mobile
Provide the mobile experience your policyholders demand with Diamond Mobile.
Policyholders can access their policy information to check the status, make payments, view
or print policy documents, report losses or contact their agent. Diamond Mobile extends
Diamond Policy, Billing, and Claims information and functionality to policyholders via mobile
or tablets.

Portals
Pre-configured web portal access for both agents and policyholders. Decide how much
information and functionality to extend to users and then benefit from one code base that
supports all user types.

Customer Communication Management (Publisher)
A flexible customer communication management print solution that can be used with
all Diamond components. Declarations, coverage forms, invoices, notices, claims and
underwriting forms can be managed and customized in one place. Documents are saved in
their original state, so they can be reviewed or reprinted when needed.

About Insuresoft
Insuresoft is a privately held independent software vendor with offices in University Park, IL and Tuscaloosa, AL. Insuresoft’s flagship product,
Diamond, is a digital insurance platform comprised of policy, billing, claims and analytics modules that are utilized by property and casualty
insurers. The platform processes all personal and commercial lines of business across all 50 states. Insuresoft’s clients span the continuum from
start-up MGAs to some of the largest carriers and brokers in the United States.

For more information on Insuresoft call (866) 299-1314,
email sales@insuresoft.com, or visit www.insuresoft.com.

